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2021 Federal Aid Audit Findings

• The MnDOT Office of Audit conducts yearly reviews on both MnDOT and local 
federal projects. Recent audits have identified some areas that require better 
documentation in the future to avoid putting federal funds at risk. We 
recommend that all personnel involved in the Construction and Contract 
Administration of projects review the following items and implement any 
updates to their processes as needed.
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2021 Federal Aid Audit Findings

• Bituminous sampling and testing

• Bituminous sampling and testing of materials incorporated into 
the bituminous mixture is critical to the quality process and 
must be clearly completed and documented. This includes 
following the projects Schedule of Materials Control (SMC) to 
completely and accurately sample, take possession of 
verification samples, and test at all rates as specified. The 
Quality Assurance (QA) personnel must provide not only testing 
but also oversight as required by specification.

• QA personnel must be vigilant and document their oversight for 
all duties performed. This documentation should include;

• Checking and documenting certifications of QC personnel.

• Documenting all testing done.

• Documenting any sampling done and/or witnessed.

• Documenting random number determination for sampling.

• Documenting any steps taken or communications that take place, 
especially when test results fall outside of “passing” boundaries.

• Bituminous failing tests

• The Bituminous Office has updated the Test Summary 
Worksheet Spreadsheet and the new version should be 
used on all projects. This new version has important 
updates, including notification areas when out of 
tolerance tests should be addressed.

• The test that was repeatedly mentioned in the audits as 
not being addressed is the “new added asphalt binder” 
test. When using the new spreadsheet, this test when 
out of tolerance will highlight, at which point the QA 
personnel needs to take some action. Actions that the 
QA inspector can take will include;

• A discussion with the project engineer.

• A conversation with plant personnel about how to get back 
into spec and if mix changes are needed.

• If the Inspector and Project Engineer do not get an acceptable 
plan moving forward, they also can resort to a production 
stoppage via MnDOT specification 1512.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Bituminous Testing came up in the audit, so this is a reminded to make sure you are following the Schedule of Materials Control for your project, and performing oversight as required by specification.  QA personal must also document their oversight.  Please also use the latest Schedule of Materials control when putting together your specifications.   The Test Summary Worksheet spreadsheet on our website can be used on all projects.  The new version highlights when tests are out of tolerance and action should be taken and documented.  The “new added asphalt binder” test has been brought up repeatedly in audits.  Actions must be taken and documented when this test is out of tolerance (discussion with project engineer, conversation with plant personnel about how to get back into spec, production stoppage)



2021 Federal Aid Audit Findings

• Payments

• A few other notable items from the audit that should be noted are as follows.

• When partial estimates are done, before paying for items of work, a review should be made to make sure that 
all Quality Control testing is completed. Items of work should only be paid for in full if testing per the SMC is 
completed. This has recently shown up as an issue on Reclamation projects.

• When payment reductions are warranted, they should be done when paying for the items that they are for. 
Items should not be paid for in full if they do not meet requirements, even if a deduct is taken at a later date.

• Contract Administration of projects needs to be a constant coordination of information between 
the Project Engineer, the project inspectors, and the Contractor and Owners Quality testers. Our 
State Aid Construction Team has tried to put together as many tools as possible to help you to 
completely and accurately administer your construction projects on the State Aid Construction 
webpage.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Payments- payments should only be made on work items that have all quality control testing complete, and any deductions taken at payment time or as soon as possible.



New Mailbox Support Standard Plate

• New mailbox support required on NHS 
roadways

• MASH tested and approved

• MnDOT adopting for all trunk 
highways

• Concern regarding plow blades hitting 
new mailbox support

• State Aid eScene article being 
developed with more information 
coming in February
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State Aid Communication Survey

• Email sent January 3

• Tell us how we are doing

• Due end of day February 7
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2013 versus 2023
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2013 2023

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We have been talking lately about why it seems so crazy busy.  Why do the things that seemed to be simple 10 years ago, now seem to be much more work?So we decided to do a little 10-year comparison of what is different between 2013 and 2023.



State Aid Org Chart – January 2013
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There are 39 people included in this 2013 Org Chart for State Aid.  It doesn’t include the additional staff from Metro district, bridge office or state aid finance.There are 11 (about ¼) of the people from the Org Chart are still working in state aid



State Aid Org Chart - 2023
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There are 94 state aid employees on this current 2023 org chart.  It includes all staff in CO, districts, bridge office and finance.There are 28 people on who were part of state aid in 2013 that are part of the 2023 org chart.  That means 66 people (approximately 70%) have been working in state aid less than 10 years.



County Engineers
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
54 counties have new engineers since 2013.  That is 62% of the counties.  



State Aid Cities
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There are 111 new state aid city engineers since 2013.  That’s about 72%.



Highway User Tax Distribution Fund (HUTDF)

Funding 2013 2023 Difference

County State Aid Highway 
(CSAH) $498,065,260 $703,722,519 $205,657,259

Municipal State Aid 
Streets (MSAS) $149,370,510 $215,169,023 $65,798,513

5% Distribution (Town 
Road, Town Bridge, 
Flexible Highway Acct)

$89,484,528 $126,735,804 $37,251,276

All HUTDF $1,789,690,551 $2,534,716,086 $745,025,535
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Note: Information taken from February Commissioners Order

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There is an approximate 41% increase in all revenues from 2013 to 2023.The Sales Tax on Auto Parts was adopted as part of the 2017 Special Session.  46.5% of total revenues.However, the Inflation factor from 2013 to 2023 was 1.65.  That is a 165% growth.  $498,065,260 x 1.65 = $821,807,679 (difference between 2023 revenue and 2023 inflation is $118,085,160)For 2024 Commissioners Order, the CSAH and MSAS accounts will increase by approximately 10% from the 2023 Commissioner’s Order.  



Number of Federal Aid Projects
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Difference of 26 federal aid projects across the state.  Majority of increase is in metro district and D3.  While 26 may not seem like a lot, it’s about a 20% increase and you all know how much work a federal aid project entails.  So having 26 more federal aid projects, and more as we continue go through IIJA, is a much larger workload for state aid DSAE’s/DSAA’s, state aid environmental review, federal aid plan review, state aid finance and state aid construction.  The number of federal aid projects in Metro state aid will double from about 40 per year to about 90 per year under IIJA.



Federal Aid Funds and Total Project Funds
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Big take away is the size and complexity of each project is increasing faster than the fundingFederal funds make up about 50% of total project cost in both 2013 and 2023Federal funds increased by about $172MTotal Project Costs increased by about $351MIn 2013, you had to come up with $103 in other funding for your projects.In 2023, you had to come up with $282M in other funding for your projects



New IIJA Discretionary Grants & Formula Programs –
New Since 2013
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
These did not exist in 2013.Green – New federal discretionary grant programs.Blue – New federal formula programs.(Yes, there is a PROTECT discretionary and formula program)One of the big takeaways is that each of these programs has their own unique eligibility and requirements.  That means that you have to become knowledgeable in each of these to know if you have a project that could compete for these funds.  That is asking a lot from you when many of you have just you as the county engineer and an assistant.  Even if you have a larger staff, everyone’s time is pretty full right now just trying to do what need to do.  



Federal Threatened and Endangered Species – New Since 
2013
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
11 new endangered species/habitats since 2013Rufa red knot – birdPoweshiek Skipperling – butterflyMassasauga – rattlesnake



Environmental Documentation New Since 2013 and 
Additional Water Permitting Requirements

Migratory Birds Act Bald and Golden Eagles 
Act Sole Source Aquifers Wild and Scenic Rivers

Greenhouse Gases International 
Considerations

Public Environmental 
Controversy

Intelligent Transportation 
System

Contamination on MnDOT 
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Army Corp of Engineers
MNDNR
MPCA

Watershed Districts
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Darker blue - These additional considerations for Federal environmental document since 2013.Lighter blue – It is difficult the pull-out specific differences in water permitting from 2013 to 2023.  But we know that there are many more requirements around this item so we wanted to highlight it.  The last two slides of T&E, environmental documentation and water permitting definitely have actual costs associate with them.But the big impact is time.  Time to assess and develop plans.  Time for regulatory agencies to review and approve.  Time to mitigate and construct.  More time tends to lead to more costs.One way State Aid has tried to help this is to use the Admin Account to pay for an Army Corp of Engineers liaison to accelerate and prioritize their review of local agency projects.  Discussions are occurring right now about doing the same thing for the USFWS.



Competitive LRIP and LBRP Programs
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• Solicitations in 2014, 2017, 2020, 2023

• # of LRIP and LBRP projects in 2024 and beyond would 
increase with additional appropriations 

• Annual MVLST funding began in 2018

• Programs group also administers town bridge program, 
with ~$20 million and ~70 town bridges per year
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
You have been successful in working with the legislators in your districts, with the members and chairs of the Transportation and Bonding Committees to help them understand the need for transportation funding.  This has led to them putting funding towards programs like the LRIP, LBRP, SRTS, AT and LWRP.That success brings additional work with it.  Solicitations require a tremendous amount of workLRIP projects assumed to be administered in 3 years following appropriationLBRP projects assumed to be administered in year of appropriation and following two yearsEstimated # of 2023 LBRP projects based on historic average grant amountsMVLST funding was $12M in 2018, and has steadily declined to $7M in 2023 (fewer leases, particularly since covid)



Competitive SRTS and AT Programs
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• SRTS program created 2012; 1st time funded in 2014
• Solicitations in 2014, 2018, 2020, 2023

• AT program created 2017; 1st time funded in 2021
• Solicitations in 2022 and 2023
• $7.5M/yr for AT in 2025 and beyond
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Solicitations require a tremendous amount of workEstimated # of 2023 & 2024 projects based on historic average grant amountsProjects assumed to be administered in 2 years following appropriation



IIJA Technical Assistance and Match Programs
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• Both programs created in 2023
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Estimated # of IIJA tech assist projects based on assumed $30k grant amountApproximately $1.58M remaining to date.Estimated amount of IIJA match to local agencies = $100M ($216.6M total appropriation)Approximately $159M remaining to date.Projects assumed to be administered in year of appropriation and following two years



Federal Congressionally Directed Spending 
and State Direct Appropriations (aka Earmarks)
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Earmarks tend to try and ask for everything to be eligible, including design, engineering, construction, right of way and sometimes other things like utilities.Also, words matter.  The language that is used and included in any federal or state bill provides explicit direction on what the funds can go towards.  Because of this, earmark projects require substantially more administration and coordination than formula or competitive projects and can mean that other agencies like MMB, Dept of Admin, FHWA, FTA and others need to be engaged at a different level than formula or competitive funds.



County Wheelage Tax
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Enacted in 1971.  $5 per vehicle for metropolitan counties only.2013 Legislation, allowed all counties to enact wheelage tax.  From 2014-2017, could enact $10/veh tax.  2018 and after, could enact $20/veh tax.2013 – $22,000,000 (I think this is high)2023 - $60,500,000



Counties Local Option Sales Tax (LOST)
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Revenues generated:2013 - $108,100 (Counties Transit Improvement Board)2022 - $484,285,349



Transportation Advancement Account (TAA)
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Metro Counties	36% of total ($93,813,000)Counties		10% of total ($26,059,000)Larger Cities		15% of total ($39,089,000)Small Cities		27% of total ($70,360,000)Town Road		11% of total ($28,665,000)Food Delivery Support	1% of total ($2,606,000)Total over 4-year period - $260,591,000



Local Bridge Inspection - 2013 vs. 2023

• 2013 Inspection Methods • 2023 Advanced Inspection Methods 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
2013 inspection methods: Snoopers, Visual, Hammer2023 advanced inspection methods: AI technology, Drones, drone goggles, etc…, Advanced timber bridge inspection equipment (resistance drills, stress wave timers FAKOPP  AKA Fu..Up…STATS:-  Number of Timber bridges removed/replaced since 2013, 504   -  Number of Fracture Critical (truss) bridges removed/replaced since 2013, 30 Number of poor county bridges 10 ft and over2013, 5802023, 345Number of poor township bridges 10 ft and over2013, 4892023, 295



Local Bridge Inspection - 2013 vs. 2023

• 2013 State Aid Bridge Team Leaders • 2023 State Aid Bridge Team Leaders
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
- Randy Aamodt, top left- Tyler Stindtman, top right- Josh Thiemann, bottom left- Rodney Carter, bottom rightSTATS:number of local and state team leaders in 2013 (325) number of local and state team leaders in 2023 (415)2013 FHWA required (5) NBI condition ratings: deck, superstructure, substructure, channel and channel protection, & culvert2023 & Coming, FHWA will require (15+) NBI condition ratings: deck, superstructure, substructure, channel, channel protection, culvert, railing, railing transition, bearings, joints, scour, NSTM, underwater inspection, etc…..Number of posted local timber bridges since 2013, (305 timber bridges)-   Number of posted local All bridges since 2013, (1,015 bridges)



Bridge and Culvert Construction Costs and Projects
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Over the last 10 years, you’ve completed an average of 49 bridge projects per year.Over the last 9 years (started reporting in 2015), you’ve completed and average of 92 bridge-culvert projects per year. Total = That’s 141 projects every year on average.



Documentation and Administration Requirements
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2013

2023

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So what does this comparison of 2013 to 2023 show us:You have to do more to get a project from planning and design through construction.  State Aid also needs to do more to help your project get completed. Increase of 50%- 400% Project Memo pages (one instance of 590-page document)You have been successful in getting more funding for projects, but inflation has taken a huge chunk out of those funding increases.Projects are getting bigger and more complex.  You are having to find multiple funding sources to be able to deliver your projects.  While federal aid funds still make up about 50% of the total project cost, your total amount of non-federal funds that you need to put towards a project has increased by 273%.You have to do more for regulatory agencies.More federal and state funds are being put into competitive programs.  This means that you have to fill out more applications to get funding for projects.  You also have more things to factor into your work that weren’t a large part of your business in 2013:Expansion of pedestrian/bicycle infrastructureWorkforce GHG/VMTCommunity EngagementSocial mediaIncreased expectation on speed of responseState aid is being asked to manage more risk and liability from the State, MnDOT and FHWA.  This includes:Increased administration for state funded grantsIncreased administration for non DCP federal grantsIncreased oversight from legal, finance and auditMore review and scrutiny of agreementsMore oversight from MMBFeeding Our Future fraud scheme – impact on everyone elseThere is a lot that is different than 2013.  Lots of new people everywhere.  Lots of new funding.  Lots of new competitive programs.  Lots of additional requirements or your side and on our side.Sometimes it doesn’t feel like it, but state aid is working almost every day to not have it be more for you.  Like I said, it may not seem like it, but we are.



Questions?
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